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M
icroRNAs (miRNAs) are a class of
small-sized (∼22 nucleotides), non-
coding, single-stranded RNA mol-

ecules that play an important regulatory
role in the expression of diverse genes by
leading mRNA degradation or translational
inhibition at the post-transcriptional level
in a sequence-specific manner.1�4 The dy-
namic changes of miRNA expression levels
are associated with disease type and stage,
responses to treatment and cellular status
of differentiating stem cells.5,6 Therefore, it
is important to develop a sensing technol-
ogy for quantitative measurement of the
expression levels of specificmiRNAs in order
to practically utilize miRNA as useful bio-
markers for diagnosis and prognosis in clin-
ical processes and as a reliable indicator for
cellular status.4,7,8 Furthermore, a reliable
miRNA sensing platform which enables
monitoring of miRNA levels in living cells
would be particularly attractive because of

extended usefulness in basic biological re-
search in addition to medical applications
by providing a novel tool for studying miR-
NA related bioprocesses;for example, the
discovery of new reagents which regulate
miRNA expressions and the monitoring
of miRNA dynamics during stem cell
differentiation.
Among currently available common

miRNA sensing techniques including North-
ern blot,9 real-time quantitative PCR,10 and
microarrys,11 none of them allow monitor-
ing of miRNAs in living cells. Recently, nano-
materials such as graphene oxide (GO),
oxidized form of graphene, have been uti-
lized for the detection of miRNA in vitro as a
fluorescence quencher of dye-labeled DNA
probe or for the delivery of locked nucleic
acid (LNA) integrated molecular beacon
with help of cationic polymers.12,13 Gra-
phene is one-atom thick sheet of sp2 carbon
network arranged in perfect honeycomb
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ABSTRACT MicroRNA (miRNA) is an important small RNA which

regulates diverse gene expression at the post-transcriptional level. miRNAs

are considered as important biomarkers since abnormal expression of

specific miRNAs is associated with many diseases including cancer and

diabetes. Therefore, it is important to develop biosensors to quantitatively

detect miRNA expression levels. Here, we develop a nanosized graphene

oxide (NGO) based miRNA sensor, which allows quantitative monitoring of

target miRNA expression levels in living cells. The strategy is based on tight

binding of NGO with peptide nucleic acid (PNA) probes, resulting in fluorescence quenching of the dye that is conjugated to the PNA, and subsequent

recovery of the fluorescence upon addition of target miRNA. PNA as a probe for miRNA sensing offers many advantages including high sequence specificity,

high loading capacity on the NGO surface compared to DNA and resistance against nuclease-mediated degradation. The present miRNA sensor allowed the

detection of specific target miRNAs with the detection limit as low as∼1 pM and the simultaneous monitoring of three different miRNAs in a living cell.
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lattice and GO has been applied particularly for bio-
sensors due to its high water dispersibility, affinity
toward aromatic rings and hydrophobic biomolecules
and fluorescence quenching capability. GO interacts
with single-stranded oligonucleotides through π�π
stacking interaction with nucleobases and efficiently
quenches fluorescence of dyes present nearby.14�16

Although several GO-based approaches for miRNA
detection have been developed,12,18,19 quantitative
monitoring of intracellular miRNAs in living cells still
remains an important challenge.17 For example, poly-
ethyleneimine (PEI)-grafted graphene nanoribbon
(GNR) has been developed to deliver LNA-integrated
molecular beacon and thus, to detect intracellular
miRNA.12 In the study, positively charged PEI played a
role as a material to load and deliver negatively charged
LNA-beacon into cells. GNR was simply used as a nano-
carrier for the delivery of PEI-LNAbeacon. However, PEI is
considered cytotoxic, and therefore, the combination of
PEI and LNA is not ideal for intracellular sensors.
Here, we report a miRNA sensing platform com-

posed of dye-labeled peptide nucleic acid (PNA) and

nanosized GO (NGO) for simple, sensitive, quantitative,
real-time monitoring of multiple miRNAs in living cells.
The miRNA sensor is based on the recovery of the
quenched fluorescence of dye-labeled PNA that was
tightly bound to the surface of NGO, upon addition of
target miRNA (Figure 1a). PNA is a non-natural nucleic
acid analog in which the backbones are held together
by uncharged amide bonds rather than the negatively
charged-phosphodiester bonds as in DNA.20�23 The
miRNA sensing strategy utilizing PNA as a probe and
NGO as a fluorescence quencher allows high selectivity
and specificity toward target miRNA with very low
background signal and low cytotoxicity due to (1)
advantages of PNA itself such as better thermal stabi-
lity of its duplex with DNA or RNA than their counter-
parts DNA:DNA or RNA:RNA, resistance to enzyme-
mediated degradation and high target specificity,24

(2) stable binding of neutral, uncharged PNA toward
negatively charged NGO surface compared to other
negatively charged nucleic acids such as DNA or LNA,
which then minimizes nonspecific detachment of
the PNA probe from NGO surface, and (3) efficient

Figure 1. Scheme of strategy for a miRNA sensor based on NGO and PNA, and emission spectra and fluorescence images
obtained formultiplexedmiRNA sensing in vitro. (a) The fluorescence signal gets recoveredwhen the fluorescent dye-labeled
probes initially adsorbed onto the surface of NGO detach from NGO and hybridize with a target miRNA. (b) Three PNA
probes;PNA21, PNA125b and PNA96;were designed for three differentmiRNAdetection and prepared as conjugatedwith
three different fluorescent dyes;FAM, ROX and Cy5. In each case, the quenched fluorescence was recovered upon addition
of complementarymiRNA in a concentration-dependentmanner. Concentration of PNAwas fixed as 100 pmol (in 60 μL) in all
three cases. (F, Fluorescence intensity in the presence of miRNA; F0, Basal fluorescence intensity in the absence of miRNA.) (c)
Simultaneous detection of multiple miRNAs in vitro. A mixture of three kinds of PNA (PNA21, PNA125b and PNA96)�NGO
hybrid complexes were prepared in each well of a 96-well plate and individual well was treated with a mixed solution
consisting of different combinations of three target miRNAs of which amount was 10 times higher than that of each PNA
probe. Then, fluorescence intensities corresponding to FAM, ROX and Cy5 were measured and imaged. Fluorescent images
and fluorescence emission spectra indicated that each PNA probe hybridized only with corresponding complementary
miRNA in a sequence-specific manner, without notable cross-reactivity.
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intracellular delivery of the PNA�NGO complex with-
out assistance of additional transfection reagent or
highly positively charged toxic surface modifier such
as polyethyleneimine (PEI).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We first prepared GO sheets by using a modified
Hummers' method previously reported.25 NGO was
then prepared with a final concentration of 1 mg/mL
in distilled water after sonication of the aqueous GO
solutions. We analyzed NGO by Raman, Fourier trans-
form infrared (FT-IR), and UV�vis spectroscopy; zeta
potential analysis; dynamic light scattering; atomic
force microscopy; and elemental analysis (Supporting
Information Figure S1 with detailed explanation in the
legend). The zeta potential value of NGOwas measured
as about�17.9mVwithoverall sizeof 0.05�300nmand
average thickness of about 1.03 nm. All the analysis data
indicate the successful preparation of NGO.
Next, we evaluated the fluorescence quenching

capability of the prepared NGO. We designed and
prepared three different PNA probes conjugated with
three different fluorescent dyes complementary for
the selected three kinds ofmiRNAs expressed in cancer
cell lines (probes: carboxy fluorescein (FAM)-PNA21,
6-carboxy-X-rhodamine (ROX)-PNA125b and cyanine
5 (Cy5)-PNA96; target miRNAs: miR-21, miR-125b and
miR-96, sequences are shown in Supporting Informa-
tion Figure S2). We then optimized the relative
amounts of the dye-labeled PNA and NGO to give
more than 99% quenching of the fluorescence by
measuring fluorescence spectra of the dye-labeled
PNA probes in the presence of varying amounts of
NGO. The analysis revealed that the addition of 1 μg of
NGO resulted in complete fluorescence quenching of
190 pmol of FAM�PNA21, 135 pmol of ROX�PNA125b
and 200pmol of Cy5�PNA96within 10min (Supporting
Information Figure S3). This optimized ratio between
the dye-PNA probes and NGO was used for the detec-
tion of miRNAs in the present study unless otherwise
indicated. The resulting PNA�NGO complex is referred
to as PANGO.
We next demonstrated the fluorescence recovery of

the PANGO upon addition of chemically synthesized
target miRNAs of various concentrations. The fluores-
cence signal was intensified as the concentration of
addedmiRNA increased from 0 to 1000 nM (Figure 1b).
The fluorescence intensity gradually increased within a
range of 0�1000 nM of miRNA and the detection limit
was estimated as low as ∼1 pM (detection limit (DL) =
3.3� (standard deviation/slope of the calibration curve)).
Next, we evaluated the sequence specificity and the

multiplexed sensing capability of the miRNA sensor in
homogeneous solution. A mixture of three kinds of
PANGO complexes were prepared by using FAM�
PNA21, ROX�PNA125b andCy5�PNA96, and transferred
in every well of a 96-well plate and each individual well

was then treated with a different mixed solution con-
sisting of different combinations of three target
miRNAs. Fluorescent images and fluorescence emission
spectra corresponding to FAM, ROX and Cy5 obtained
from the multiwell plate indicated that PNA probes
hybridized only with complementary miRNA in a
sequence-specific manner and simultaneously sensed
multiple miRNAs in a single homogeneous solution
(Figure 1c). As a control, exposure of PANGO to miRNA
with scrambled sequence gave no notable changes
in fluorescence intensity (Supporting Information
Figure S4). Collectively, our data suggest that the
PANGO allows high-throughput monitoring of many
samples containingmultiple differentmiRNAswith low
background and no notable cross-reactivity.
For the present strategy, PNAwas chosen as a probe

among other oligonucleotides due to its capability of
tighter binding toward complementary miRNA than
DNA. Also, PNA possesses neutral backbone unlike
DNA or LNA exhibiting negatively charged phosphate
backbones which may exert repulsive force to the
negatively charged NGO at physiological pH. This kind
of repulsion may facilitate nonspecific detachment of
the probe from NGO surface and reduce quenching
efficiency of NGO due to weakened interaction be-
tween the probe and NGO, which may exhibit high
background signals in complex biological environment
such as cell cytoplasm. In reality, to achieve ∼100%
fluorescence quenching, FAM�DNA required about
four times higher amount of NGO than FAM�PNA
(1.05 μg NGO for DNA and 0.3 μg NGO for PNA,
DNA and PNA; 40 pmol, respectively) (Figure 2). To
test robustness of the PNA�NGO interaction, FAM�
PNA21�NGO and FAM�DNA21�NGO complexes were,
respectively, treated with cell lysates prepared from
the repeated freeze/thaw processes of HeLa cells
which are expected to contain no intact complemen-
tary RNAs. We observed little changes in fluorescence
intensity from FAM�PNA21�NGO complex upon
addition of the cell lysates even after 1 h incubation
(Figure 2a). However, fluorescence corresponding
to FAM was highly intensified from the FAM�
DNA21�NGO complex over time after treatment with
cell lysates (about 1 � 104 cells per 1 μL cell lysate),
which indicates that various biomolecules present in
cell lysates can disrupt the interaction of NGO with
DNA, but not that with PNA. Upon treatment of various
concentrations of miR-21 miRNA spiked in the cell
lysate, fluorescence intensity of FAM�PNA�NGO com-
plex increased in a miR-21 concentration dependent
manner (Figure 2b). The data indicate that PNA�NGO
interaction is highly stable unlike DNA�NGO interac-
tion in cell lysates, and therefore, the PANGO is well
suited for sensing of complementary miRNAs in com-
plex biological samples and living system.
We next examined whether PANGO can detect

miRNAs in living cells. For this study, we chose three
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different cancer cell lines;MCF-7 (early stage breast
cancer cell), MDA-MB-231 (invasive human breast can-
cer cell line, late-stage cancermodel) andMDA-MB-435
(melanoma cell line). The cells were cultured, incu-
bated with FAM�PNA21�NGO complex for 14 h and
then, fluorescent images of the cells were obtained
after extensive washing. MiR-21 miRNA acts as an
oncogene and antiapoptotic factor, which is up-
regulated in many cancer cell lines.26,28 Images of the
cells showed that the intracellularly delivered FAM�
PNA21�NGO induced the increase in fluorescence
signal of FAM with different intensity in each cell line,
suggesting different degrees of miR-21 miRNA expres-
sion levels in the three cancer cell lines (Figure 3a). The
intensity of the fluorescence of the cells treated
with FAM�PNA21�NGO was next quantified by flow
cytometric analysis (Figure 3b). However, the FAM�
scPNA�NGO (where scPNA stands for scrambled
PNA having mismatched sequence) complex in-
duced no changes in fluorescence of the cells, which
indicates the fluorescence increase is sequence
specific. Consistent with other reports,29 MCF-7 and
MDA-MB-231 exhibited higher expression of miR-21
than MDA-MB-435 and this relative miR-21 expres-
sion levels were also confirmed by the end point
analysis of semi qRT-PCR (Figure 3c). As controls,
when the cells were incubated with only FAM�
PNA21, NGO alone or FAM-scPNA alone, fluorescence
increase was not observed in the cells (Supporting
Information Figure S5).
We next carried out MTT assay to evaluate cytotoxi-

city of NGO. Treatment of NGO induced little reduction
in the viability of all the three cancer cells and HeLa
cell by showing over 90% cell viability upon treatment
of the NGO with concentrations up to 200 μg/mL
(Supporting Information Figure S6). Throughout the

present study for miRNA sensing, we used NGO of less
than 12 μg/mL, which ensures ∼100% viability of all
the cells we tested.
To monitor dynamic changes in miRNA expression

levels inside living cells, we used HeLa cells expressing
miR-29a miRNA in a tetracycline-inducible manner.30

The HeLa cells were first incubated with doxycycline (a
tetracycline analog, 5 μg/mL) for different time period
to induce different levels of miR-29a, treated with
FAM�PNA29a (target: miR-29a, see Supporting Infor-
mation Figure S2 for sequence)�NGO complex for 14 h,
and analyzed by fluorescence microscopy (Figure 4a)
and flow cytometry (Figure 4b). Northern blotting
was also performed to determine absolute amounts
of the expressed miR-29a miRNA at each time point
(Figure 4c). The fluorescent images and flow cyto-
metric analysis indicate that the fluorescence corre-
sponding to FAM�PNA29a was intensified inside the
cells as induction time for miR-29a miRNA expression
by doxycycline increased and plateaued after 48 h.
Control samples (FAM�scPNA�NGO, FAM�scPNA,
FAM�PNA29, or NGO) only barely increased fluores-
cence intensities in the doxycycline-treated HeLa cells
(Supporting Information Figure S7). To correlate fluo-
rescence intensity from our PANGO with actual
amount of induced miR-29a in the HeLa cells, mean
fluorescence obtained from flow cytometric analysis of
the FAM�PNA29a�NGO treated cells in Figure 4b was
plotted versus absolute absolute amount of miR-29a
miRNA per cell calculated from Northern blotting in
Figure 4c. The fluorescence intensity increased as the
amount of miR-29a miRNA increased from 38.46 to
91.17 nM per cell, with correlation coefficient, R-value of
0.9765 (Figure 4d). In addition, difference of ∼11.4 nM
(calculated from the difference between 60.49 and
71.88 nM in the plot), corresponding to ∼139 copies

Figure 2. Stability and specificity test of PNA probe�NGO complex in HeLa cell lysate (a, the probe comparison: “DNA vs
PNA”; b, specificity test of FAM�PNA21 against target miRNA (miR-21) and scrambled single-stranded RNA (50-UGCGCUC-
CUGGACGUAGCCUU-30). (a) The FAMfluorescence signal of probe (DNAandPNA; 40pmol, respectively)was quenchedby the
addition of NGO (1.05 μg NGO for DNA and 0.3 μg for PNA). After the prepared cell lysates (1� 104 cells per 1 μL dispersed in
buffer (20 mM Tris (pH 7.4) containing 100 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 4.5 mM MgCl2)) were incubated with the PNA or DNA
probe�NGOcomplex solution, thefluorescence signalsweremonitoredover time. In contrast to PNA�NGO, the notably high
increase of fluorescence intensity was observed in the case of DNA�NGO in cell lysates. (b) Changes in the fluorescence of
PNA probe were monitored in the cell lysates containing spiked-in RNAs (miR-21 or scRNA). The PNA probe recognized only
complementary target RNA sequence, miR-21, and showed the increased fluorescence intensities in a concentration-
dependent manner, whereas the addition of scRNA induced no increase of the fluorescence intensity.
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Figure 3. Qualitative and quantitative detection of miR-21 miRNA in three cancer cell lines;MCF-7, MDA-MB-435 and MDA-
MB-231. (a) Fluorescent images of the cells were taken after 14 h of treatment of FAM�PNA21�NGO complex or
FAM�scPNA�NGO complex to the cells, followed by extensive washing. The relative expression levels of miRNA could be
qualitatively estimated from different degree of fluorescent intensities shown in the fluorescent images. As a control,
treatment of FAM�scPNA, ROX�PNA125b or Cy5�PNA96 without NGO induced no fluorescent signal increase correspond-
ing to FAM, ROX or Cy5 (Supporting Information Figure S5). (b) Quantitative measurement of miRNA-21 expression levels in
the three cancer cell lines was performed using flow cytometry with the cells treated with FAM�PNA21�NGO complex. MCF-
7 and MDA-MB-231 showed higher expression of miR-21 miRNA than MDA-MB-435 (p-value: 0.0219 for MCF-7, 0.4013 for
MDA-MB-435, 0.0211 for MDA-MB-231 in the case of FAM�PNA21�NGO; p-value: 0.0643 for MDA-MB-231 in the case of
FAM�scPNA�NGO). Confocal images are provided in Figures S10 and S11 in the Supporting Information. (c) As a comparison,
semiquantitative end point PCR analysis was carried out to investigate miR-21 expression using the three cancer cell lines.
Intensity of each band corresponding to miR-21 miRNA was measured and shown in a bar graph. Relative intensity of each
bandwas normalized toU6 snRNAused as an internal control. The relativemiR-21 expression levelmeasured by the endpoint
analysis of semi qRT-PCR was comparable to that obtained by the PANGO.
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or ∼0.5 fmol of miRNA in a single cell, could be easily
discerned by using our PANGO. Although the gel-
based (e.g., Northern blotting) and the PCR methods
(e.g., real-time qRT-PCR) arewidely used to characterize
mature miRNA expression levels, RNA isolation step
is still needed in these conventional methods. In
contrast, our PANGO sensor allowed the quantitative
monitoring of mature miRNA expression levels that
increased over time in live cells by simple treatment of
PNA�NGO complex to the cells without requiring any
additional steps.
Often, multiple different miRNAs collaboratively

regulate important cellular events at the same time,
and thus, it is important to simultaneously monitor
different miRNAs in cells. However, due to complex
intracellular environment, it is not trivial to simulta-
neously detect the multiple miRNA in living cells, and
therefore, none of the previously reported miRNA
sensors demonstrated the multiplexed miRNA sensing
in living cells. We now show that our PANGO realized
the simultaneous detection of multiple target miRNAs
in a living cell. MDA-MB-231 cells that were treated
with a mixture of three PNA probes (FAM�PNA21,
ROX�PNA125b and Cy5�PNA96) and NGO complex

was analyzed by fluorescence microscopy and flow
cytometry. MiR-21, miR-125b, and miR-96 miRNAs are
previously reported to be expressed in MDA-MB-231
cells.26,27 Fluorescent images showed three kinds of
fluorescence signals in cells with different intensities
and spatial distributions, and flow cytometry data
revealed quantification of relative fluorescence in-
tensities, which concurred well with Northern blot-
ting analysis data by showing that miR-21 was the
most abundant miRNA among the three miRNAs
(Figure 5). However, in order to quantitatively mea-
sure relative miRNA expression levels, appropriate
control experiments should be carefully designed
because each fluorescent dye has different fluores-
cence quantum yield and, therefore, displays differ-
ent fluorescence intensity even though the same
amount of target miRNA is present. The results
demonstrated that the multiple miRNA targets could
be monitored in living cells by using PANGO. In
addition, the present PANGO could be a new tech-
nology to reveal subcellular localization of various
miRNAs in living cells, which is still largely unexplored
research area due to lack of a convenient and prac-
tical technology.

Figure 4. Monitoring of miR-29 miRNA in tetracycline-inducible miR-29a HeLa cell lines of which miR-29 miRNA expression
increases upon treatment of tetracycline analog, doxycycline, in a time-dependent manner. (a) Gradually increasing
fluorescence signals corresponding to FAM-labeled PNA-29a were visualized using a fluorescence microscope inside
tetracycline-inducible miR-29a HeLa cells as induction time increased from 0 to 72 h. (b) Expression levels of miR-29a miRNA
were quantified by flow cytometry and shown in a bar graph. (c) For comparison, Northern blotting was performed to
measuremiR-29a expression levels in the HeLa cells treated with doxycycline for different induction time. Synthetic miRNAs,
miR-29a and miR-29b, were loaded as standards to estimate the intracellular levels of miR-29 in lanes 1 and 2. The results
exhibited good correlation with the relative mean fluorescence intensities of flow cytometric analysis shown in panel b. (d) A
plot ofmean fluorescence intensities from flow cytometric analysis versus the intracellular levels ofmiR-29amiRNAestimated
from Northern blot indicates that the present PANGO can quantitatively monitor miR-29 expression levels inside living cells
(coefficient of correlation, R = 0.9765). The plot suggests that the PANGO can detect the differences in miRNA expression
levels as little as ∼11.4 nM in a living cell.
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CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated that the miRNA sensing

strategy based on the PNA�NGO complex enabled
quantitative monitoring of multiple miRNAs in homo-
geneous solutions and in living cells with high se-
quence specificity and low background signal. In
addition, we further extended our strategy for the
quantitative detection of miRNA expression levels that
changed over time in living cells with high precision
and discrimination power. The PANGO was robust
enough to minimize nonspecific fluorescence signal
and, thus, gave sensitive and quantifiable response to
target miRNAs with low basal fluorescence even in

living cells. We showed that PNA is superior to DNA as a
miRNA sensing probe in the present PANGO by allow-
ing tighter binding of the probe to NGO and, thus,
exhibiting much lower background signals in complex
biological sample such as cell lysate. We expect that the
present miRNA sensing platform will be readily appli-
cable for variousmiRNA related investigations, for exam-
ple, the discovery of small molecules which regulate
certain miRNA expression levels through high-through-
put chemical screening in living cells, the detection of
miRNAs as biomarkers in diseased tissues and even
in vivo, and monitoring of dynamic changes in expres-
sion levels of specificmiRNAs in stemcell differentiation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials. Natural graphite (FP 99.95%) was purchased from
Graphit Kropfmühl AG (Hauzenberg, Germany). Sulfuric acid
(H2SO4) was purchased from Samchun chemical (Seoul, Korea).
Sodium nitrate (NaNO3), hydrogen peroxide (30% in water)
(H2O2), sodium chloride (NaCl), and magnesium chloride (MgCl2)
were purchased from Junsei (Japan). Potassium permanga-
nate (KMnO4) and G418 were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich

(St. Louis,MO). Tris (hydroxymethyl)aminomethane-hydrochloride
(Tris-HCl) was purchased from Fisher (Saddle Brook, NJ). The
nuclease-free water was purchased from Ambion (Austin, TX).
The microRNAs used in the study (miR-21, -125b, and -96) were
synthesized by Bioneer (Daejeon, Korea). All microRNA and PNA
sequences are listed in Figure S2 (HPLC profiles and MS spectra
for all the PNA derivatives are located in Figure S9). Each PNA
was labeled with three different fluorescent dyes and obtained
fromPanagene, Inc. (Daejeon, Korea). The fluorescent dyeswere

Figure 5. Simultaneous detection of three different miRNAs;miR-21, miR-125b and miR-96;in MDA-MB-231 cells. (a) A
mixed solution of three PNA probes (FAM�PNA21, ROX�PNA125b and Cy5�PNA96)�NGO complex was treated with MDA-
MB-231 for 14 h and then, fluorescent images were taken. Fluorescence corresponding to FAM�PNA21 was intense but
fluorescence from ROX�PNA125b and Cy5�PNA96was hardly observed in the fluorescent images, indicating that MDA-MB-
231 cells abundantly express miR-21 but not miR-125b and miR-96 miRNAs. (b) The relative mean fluorescence of the MDA-
MB-231 cells treated as in panel a was analyzed using a flow cytometer. (c) The expression levels of the three miRNAs were
investigated using Northern blot analysis. Relative intensity of each band was normalized using synthetic miRNAs. The
relative miRNA expression levels revealed by fluorescence imaging (a) and flow cytometric analysis (b) of the MDA-MB-231
cells treatedwith our PANGOwerewell correlatedwith those determined by Northern blotting analysis by showing thatmiR-
21 was the most highly expressed miRNA among the three miRNAs.
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covalently linked to the N-terminus of each PNA via an O-linker
(AEEA, 8-amino-3, 5-dioxo-octanoic acid). The Trizol, Super-
Script II Reverse Transcriptase, and Certified FBS were obtained
from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA). Hygromycin B and doxycycline
were purchased from Clontech.

Preparation of Nanosized Graphene Oxide (NGO). Graphene oxide
sheets were synthesized according to a modified Hummers'
method.25 The natural graphite flake (0.5 g), NaNO3 (0.5 g), and
H2SO4 (23mL) weremixed under vigorous stirring in an ice bath
followed by the slow and cautious addition of KMnO4 (3 g). Then
the mixture was transferred to 35 �C water bath and stirred for
1 h. The distilled water (40 mL) was added and the bath tem-
perature was increased up to 90 �C. The reaction mixture was
stirred for 30min followed by the addition of 100 mL of distilled
water. Next, dropwise addition of 30% H2O2 (3 mL) was carried
out. The reaction mixture was filtered by Buchner funnel and
washedwith distilled water for at least four times. The filter cake
was dried in a desiccator and redispersed into distilled water to
a final concentration of 3 mg/mL. The resulting solution was
sonicated for 90 min to give nanosized graphene oxide sheets
(NGO). The NGO suspension was prepared with a final concen-
tration of 1 mg/mL.

Characterization of NGO. Raman analysis of the NGO was
conducted by LabRAM HR UV/vis/NIR (Horiba jobin Yvon,
France) using an Ar ion CW laser (514.5 nm) as an excitation
source focused through a BXFM confocal microscope with an
objective lens (50�, numerical aperture = 0.50). FT-IR measure-
ment of NGO powder was carried out with an EQUINOX55
(Bruker, Germany) by the KBr pelletmethod. TheUV�vis spectra
of NGO were obtained with a SpectraMax Plus384 UV�vis
spectrophotometer (Molecular Devices). Zeta potential value
wasmeasured by Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Instruments, U.K.).
The atomic force microscopy image and profile of NGO sheets
were taken with an XE-100 (Park system) using a backside gold
coated silicon probe (M to N, Korea).

Cell Culture. MDA-MB-435 and MDA-MB-231 cells were cul-
tured in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's Medium (DMEM) contain-
ing 4.5 g/L D-glucose and supplemented with 10% FBS (fetal
bovine serum), 100 units/mL penicillin and 100 μg/mL strepto-
mycin at 37 �C at 5% CO2. MCF-7 cells were maintained in
the growth media supplemented with 10 μg/mL bovine insulin
(Sigma, St. Louis, MO). The tetracycline-inducible miR-29b-
1∼29a HeLa cell line was provided by Prof. V. Narry Kim
(Seoul National University, South Korea).23

MicroRNA Detection Using PANGO platform: In Test Tubes and Cell
Lysates. (1) Single target detection: NGO solution was prepared
as 50 μg/mL in distilled water. Each fluorescent PNA probe
(10 μM per probe) was mixed with the NGO in buffer (Tris-HCl,
pH 7.5) for 10 min at room temperature. The quenched fluores-
cence signals were monitored after the formation of PNA
probe�NGO complex. A total of 30 μL of hybrid nanocomplex
solution was mixed with 30 μL of target microRNA having a
complementary sequence in a 96-well black plate, followed by
addition of various concentrations (0�1000 nM) of microRNA.
Fluorescence measurements were carried out using a fluorom-
eter SynergyMx (Biotek, U.K.).

(2) Multitarget detection: In multitarget detections, FAM-,
ROX-, and Cy5-labeled probes were mixed with NGO and
followed by the addition of the target microRNAs. All other
conditions were same as those in the single target detection.
Fluorescence measurements were carried out using a fluorom-
eter SynergyMx (Biotek, U.K.). The fluorescent images of mix-
tures (Figure 1c and Figure S4b) were collected using a charge-
coupled device (CCD) camera of IVIS imaging system (Xenogen,
CA). The imaging conditionwas as follows: exposure time = 10 s,
field of view = 5 � 5 cm, and f/stop = 1.

(3) Cell lysate preparation using freeze/thaw method: HeLa
cell extracts were prepared by resuspending of the cells in cold
hypotonic buffer (20 mM HEPES, pH 8.0, 2 mM MgCl2, 0.2 mM
EGTA, 10% glycerol, 1 mM dithiothreitol) with 3 times of rapid
quick-freeze in liquid nitrogen/thaw at 37 �C water bath. After
the lysates were added to 0.4 M NaCl, the cleared lysates were
collected by centrifugation for 20 min at 12 000 rpm (or max.)
at 4 �C and carefully transferred to a fresh tube and stored
at �80 �C until use.

MicroRNA Detection in Live Cells. (1) Quantitative analysis using
flow cytometer: Three kinds of cancer cell lines (MCF-7, MDA-
MB-435, and MDA-MB-231) were chosen for a single target
microRNA detection study in vitro. For multiple targets detec-
tion, MDA-MB-231 cell was used. Cells were seeded on 24-well
cell culture plate at 6 � 104 cells per well. The cells were grown
in an incubator at 37 �C and 5% CO2. In a single target detection
experiment, FAM�PNA21�NGO complex was treated to three
kinds of cancer cell lines in a serum-free condition for 14 h at
37 �C. In multiple target detection study, three kinds of PNA
probes�NGO complex (FAM-, ROX-, and Cy5-PNA probe (target:
miR-21, -125b, and -96)) mixtures were added to MDA-MB-231
cells in a serum-free condition. After the cells were harvested
using trypsin-EDTA treatment and washed with PBS, the fluo-
rescence intensity of “live” cells was measured with a flow
cytofluorometer (Beckton Dickinson). The fluorescence signal
of each PNA probe was quantitatively analyzed in real time.

To observe the expression of miR-29a miRNA, doxycycline
as an inducer was treated to miR-29b-1∼29a expressing HeLa
cells. The FAM�PNA29�NGO complex was treated to cells
following doxycycline treatment at indicated time point and
intervals. Fluorescence signals of FAM were monitored with a
flow cytometer.

(2) Fluorescence signal observation using fluorescence
microscope: The fluorescence images of cells treated with
each PNA probe�NGO complex were collected using a Ti
inverted fluorescence microscope equipped with a 20� objec-
tive (Olympus IX 71, Tokyo, Japan) and a CoolSNAPcf charge-
coupled device (CCD) camera (Photometrics, Tucson, AZ)
with Metamorph image analysis software (Molecular Devices,
Sunnyvale, CA).

Semiquantitative End Point PCR Analysis for the Determination of
MicroRNA Expression Level. Total RNA was extracted by using Trizol
reagent (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer's instruc-
tion. Total RNA was quantified and the quality of total RNA was
analyzed based on the 28S:18S rRNA ratio by using agarose gel
electrophoresis. Total RNA samples (2 mg each) were used for
reverse transcription under standard conditions (SuperScript II
reverse transcriptase; Invitrogen) using a stem-loop gene-
specific reverse transcription primer which was adapted from
Varkonyi-Gasic et al.31 The resulting cDNAwas used as template
in subsequent PCR amplifications. Primer sequences and PCR
condition are listed in Table 1. The subsequent PCR reactionwas
performed as follows: (5min at 95 �C, [30 s at 95 �C, 30 s at 55 �C,
30 s at 72 �C]� 30 cycles, 10min at 72 �C. It should be noted that
microRNAs expressed at lower levels required 35 cycles of PCR
amplification to observe products. PCR products were sepa-
rated on a 15% nondenaturing acrylamide gel and analyzed
using a Gel Doc system (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA). Relative inten-
sity of each band normalized to U6 snRNA as an internal control
was quantified using NIH ImageJ software.

RNA Measurement and Northern Blotting of miRNA. Cancer cells
(MCF-7, MDA-MB-231, MDA-MB-435) and miR-29b-1∼29a HeLa
were used for Northern blot analysis. The tetracycline-inducible
miR-29b-1∼29a HeLa cell line was established by transfecting
pcDNA-miR-29b-1∼29a plasmid and clonal selection of stably
transfected cells. The doxycycline (tetracycline analog, 5 μg/mL)
was treated for designated duration to induce miR-29.

TABLE 1. PCR Primers for Amplification of the Mature

MicroRNAs

gene name primer sequence (50 f 30)

miR-21 RT primer CTCAACTGGTGTCGTGGAGTCGGCAATTCAGTTGAGTCAACATC
Forward
primer

ACACTCCAGCTGGGTAGCTTATCAGACTGA

U6 RNA RT primer CTCAACTGGTGTCGTGGAGTCGGCAATTCAGTTGAGAAAAATAT
Forward
primer

ACACTCCAGCTGGGTCGTGAAGCGTTC

Reverse
primer

GTGTCGTGGAGTCGGCAATTC
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Total RNA was isolated with TRIzol reagent (Life Technol-
ogies). To measure the amount of miRNA by Northern blotting,
15�25 μg of RNA was resolved with 15% urea-polyacrylamide
gel and transferred to Zeta-probe GT membrane (Biorad).
Oligonucleotides complementary to each miRNA were 50-end-
labeled with [γ-32P] ATP using T4 poly nucleotide kinase
(T4 PNK) (Takara) and used as probes for hybridization to
the membrane. An imaging plate (Fujifilm) was used to expose
the radioactivity in the membrane, and the BAS-2500 imaging
plate reader (Fujifilm) was used to measure the signal on the
plate. Multi Gauge software (Fujifilm) was used for quantitation.
The same membrane was reprobed for detection of different
miRNAs. To determine the amount of synthetic miRNA used for
normalization, a synthetic single strand RNA was labeled at the
50-end with [γ -32P] ATP using T4 PNK and resolved with 15%
urea-polyacrylamide gel. The samemethod inNorthern blotting
was used to measure the radioactive signal in the gel. Northern
probes and synthetic miRNAs are listed in Table 2.

Cytotoxicity Assay of NGO. Cancer cells (MCF-7, MDA-MB-231,
MDA-MB-435) and miR-29b-1∼29a HeLa cell were seeded at
10 000 cells per well of a 96-well cell culturemicroplate. TheMTT
(3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide)
assay was used to quantify the cell viability. Cells were incu-
batedwith NGO (at concentrations ranging from 0�200 μg/mL)
and incubated for 14 h at 37 �C. Following NGO treatment, cells
were rinsed with 1� PBS briefly and incubated with 20 μL of
MTT stock solution (5 mg/mL) in each well to detect metabo-
lically active cells. The cells were incubated for 2�3 h until the
purple color developed. The media were discarded, and DMSO
(200 μL) was added to each well to make insoluble formazan
salt soluble. Then, the optical densities were measured at
560 nm and background absorbance at 670 nm (a reference
wavelength) was subtracted.
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